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i Abstract
Since in the 80's as the technologic boom took place, its advances have been applied in many fields,
including communications. More specifically, the telephone network, typically analog, has migrated
in recent years to digital.
In this context, it is noted that communication needs have changed. Until a few years ago the vast
majority of traffic was voice traffic. However, today that percentage is minimal and there is a
growing demand of data traffic thanks to the great evolution of the Internet.
Here data becomes a priority, as well as its technology, its protocols, and people start thinking about
how to manage traffic and merge both in one. From this comes the idea of transmitting voice over
Internet Protocol (VoIP).
At the end of the 90's technology had advanced enough to create solutions that enabled a computer
to work as a telephone exchange (PBX) and a few years later extensive services to VoIP users began
to be offered. Therefore, we try to ease its use by creating user-friendly graphical interfaces, which
do not require extensive knowledge in how to configure telephony systems.
Askozia PBX is a project that aims to bring VoIP technology to businesses and average users. And
this is where my project fits in. Within this GUI, there will be the possibility to display the system
configuration file and make changes that are desired.
In other words, the project is based on the development and integration of an embedded editor in
the graphical user interface for managing a PBX, that aims to make live changes in settings
possible. I will explain in detail the process of integration and reduction of code required to turn my
project into a package available for Askozia.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation

During my stay at the University I have always been interested in how to make things easier and
better through programming in all areas. Nowadays lots of things can be plugged into a network,
and managed by a computer. That can also be applied to the PBX (Private Branch Exchange)
evolution.
As we know, a PBX is a telephone exchange that serves a particular business or office, as opposed
to one that a common carrier or telephone company operates for many businesses or for the general
public. Initially, the primary advantage of PBXs was cost savings on internal phone calls: handling
the circuit switching locally reduced charges for local phone service. As PBXs gained popularity,
they started offering services that were not available in the operator network, such as hunt groups,
call forwarding, and extension dialing.
Significant developments of new types of PBX systems took place during the 1990s. One was the
massive growth of data networks and increased public understanding of packet switching.
Companies needed packet switched networks for data, so using them for telephone calls was
tempting, and the availability of the Internet as a global delivery system made packet switched
communications even more attractive. These factors led to the development of the VoIP PBX.
(Technically, nothing was being "exchanged" any more, but the abbreviation PBX was so widely
understood that it remained in use.)
More specifically, in 1999 the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) specification RFC 2543 was
released, and the first open source SIP PBX (Asterisk) was created by Mark Spencer of Digium.
Five years later, in 2004 the commercial VoIP service providers start to proliferate, to this day.
Asterisk, like any PBX, allows a number of attached telephones to make calls to one another, and to
connect to other telephone services including the PSTN, ISDN or to a VoIP provider. Originally
designed for the Linux operating system, Asterisk now also runs on OpenBSD, FreeBSD, Mac OS
X, Sun Solaris, and Microsoft Windows, although as the "native" platform, Linux is the bestsupported of these. It is designed to allow different types of IP telephony hardware, middleware,
and software to interface with each other consistently. It provides multiple layers, managing both
TDM and packet voice at lower layers while offering a highly flexible platform for PBX and
telephony applications such as IVR.
Asterisk can also bridge and translate different types of VoIP protocols like SIP, MGCP, and H.323.
At the same time it can provide a full-featured server platform for predictive dialing, custom IVR,
remote and central office PBX, and conferencing. By supporting a mix of traditional and VoIP
telephony services, Asterisk also allows deployers to build new telephone systems efficiently, or
gradually migrate existing systems to new technologies
In this context fits the project Askozia, more specifically AskoziaPBX, designed and developed by
the IKT (Institut für Kommunikations Systeme und Technologien).
With all these features, it is easy to imagine how complex Asterisk technology for an inexperienced
user can be. For that reason AskoziaPBX aims to make the power of Asterisk available to the
average user in a slimmed down, embedded PC friendly form. An embedded PBX solution which
eases system upgrades, backups and provisioning.
Embedded text editor for AskoziaPBX
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1.2 Objectives and Tasks

In order to make easier changes in system configuration files, the idea of a built-in web GUI editor
that allows the live edit and save files came up to the team. This avoids having to update the whole
system each time that we make a change.
Once this target was defined, we started to thinking of how to clarify the files and make them more
understandable. Finally we also decided to program a solution that highlights Asterisk configuration
syntax.
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2. State of the Art
2.1 Introduction to VoIP communications

After the introduction, we are going to centre the explanation on the VoIP (Voice over Internet
Protocol) communications technologies. Since 1999, when Mark Spencer created Asterisk, the use
of VoIP communications quickly rose. But why?
IP Telephony has lots of benefits. As we said in the introduction, chief among them is the ability of
IP telephony to provide improved communications and increased productivity. IP telephony also
offers significant cost savings because it utilizes IP networks to deliver voice.
As technologies become more advanced, IP telephony is also delivering quality voice as well as an
attractive cost. IP telephony enhances communications by offering an efficient and effective way to
communicate. IP telephony is also reliable, scalable and easy to manage.
Using an IP telephony system, a company can easily open a new branch office and set up phones
there, with minimal cost and time investment. IP telephony helps companies optimize their practices
for a global marketplace.
In the same way as in the traditional network, we use a PBX that manages voice and data traffic.
They are the IP-PBX, a business telephone system designed to deliver voice or video over a data
network and interoperate with the normal Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). An IP-PBX
can exist as a hardware object, or virtually, as a software system. AskoziaPBX has both formats.

Figure 1: IP-PBX usage

[www.altn.co.uk/3cx/tour/3CX_ip-pbx-overview.jpg]

As we can see from the picture, VoIP gateways can be combined with traditional PBX functionality
enabling businesses to use their managed intranet to help reduce long distance expenses, enjoy the
benefits of a single network for voice and data or be used on a pure IP system which in most cases
give greater cost savings, greater mobility, and increased redundancy.
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2.2 Askozia Project

According to these terms, the Askozia team thought of a solution that simplifies all that complexity
for the normal user, that could be also used as a standard PBX, with logical defaults, just to make
simple the configuration (in other case, the user would have to know each option and how to
configure it), as the entire system is configurable via Web-GUI. In case the user wants to make
manual changes, or check the configuration files themselves, they only should check a single xml
file that contains all the settings.
It uses common terminology as well, and includes just what is needed since, as we said, Asterisk
can be too complex. In addition, thinking in organization and future development, AskoziaPBX has
a simple package system to add functionality to the existing firmware.

Figure 2: Possible use of Askozia PBX [www.askozia.com]

2.2.1 The GUI

One of the best points of the simplicity of AskoziaPBX is that it can be managed through a friendly
and intuitive web interface, with explanations, as shown below.
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Figure 3: System Information in AskoziaPBX [www.alskozia.com]

Figure 4: General Setup in AskoziaPBX [www.alskozia.com]
Embedded text editor for AskoziaPBX
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Our goal is that there were several possibilities to vary the configuration of the PBX. Until now we
could make such changes through the GUI or by downloading the configuration file, making the
changes, uploading the file again and reboot. This last possibility can be particularly cumbersome
when we are making some changes to see their effects. It could take longer than desired.
Once introduced to the environment in which we will work, we can clarify where our project fits.
As we have already explained, if an user wants to make manual changes, they should look for
configuration files. We aim to make those files accessible, requiring the user to search in the
directory tree and give the possibility to live display, edit, and save your changes or cancel them. To
sum up, we were looking for some live editor embedded in the web-GUI with the capabilities listed
above.
2.3 Web editors

There are a wide range of possibilities in terms of text editing, but we were looking for something
compact, with only a few files, in order to package and fit it in better with our embedded system.
Finally, after considering several options such as FCKeditor, we decided to use CodeMirror,
programmed in JavaScript.
We chose this editor due to the following table:

CodeMirror

Size

Integration

288 KB

Web oriented

Highlighting
oriented

Document
oriented

Code oriented

FCKEditor

Web oriented
5'2 MB
Figure 5: Comparative of CodeMirror and FCKEditor
This library can be used to create a relatively pleasant editor interface for code-like content ―
computer programs, HTML mark-up, and similar. In addition, if a parser has been written for the
language you are editing, the code will be coloured, and the editor will help you with indentation.
This is an example of use of FCKEditor,

Figure 6: FCKEditor
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And here we have some real and well-known applications that use CodeMirror:

Figure 7: Google KML Interactive Sampler

Figure 8: Google Code Playground
In addition, CodeMirror works with the main browsers: Firefox 1.5 or higher,
Internet Explorer 6 or higher, Safari 3 or higher, Opera 9.52 or higher and Chrome.
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3. General Description
In the following pages the general description of the project will be exposed. We will show how
CodeMirror works, how the adaptation to AskoziaPBX took place, and finally we detail how the
parser that help us to understand Asterisk configuration files better was written.
3.1 How does CodeMirror work?

To use CodeMirror in a document, you should add a script tag in the head to load codemirror.js.
This adds two objects to your environment, CodeMirror and CodeMirrorConfig. The first is the
interface to the editor, the second can be used to configure it.

Figure 9: Including Codemirror script
To add an editor to a document, you must choose a place, a parser, and a style-sheet for it.
There are many options to put it in, like replacing a DOM node, or creating it as a DOM node itself.
After considering, we realised that we must show a piece of code that has to be editable, so we
thought in a textarea. CodeMirror has a function called CodeMirror.fromTextArea, which, given a
textarea node or the id of such a node, hides the textarea and replaces it with a CodeMirror frame. If
the textarea was part of a form, an on-submit handler will be registered with this form, which will
load the content of the editor into the textarea, so that it can be submitted as normal. This part is
nice as well and supports our requirements because we will need to send the content of the textarea
to save.php in case we wanted to make any change.
For example, in our case, to append an Asterisk configuration files editor to the body of the
document, we do:

Figure 10: Appending the editor to our web page

The first argument to the CodeMirror constructor can be a DOM node, in which case the editor gets
Embedded text editor for AskoziaPBX
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appended to that node, or a function, which will be called with the IFRAME node as argument, and
which is expected to place that node somewhere in the document.
The second (optional) argument is an object that specifies options. A set of default options is present
in the CodeMirrorConfig object, but each instance of the editor can be given a set of specific
options to override these defaults. In this case, we specified that the parser should be loaded from
the "parsea.js" file, and that "acolors.css" should be used to specify the colours of the code.
The reason that the script path has to be configured is that CodeMirror will load in a bunch of extra
files when an editor is created (the parser script, among others). To be able to do this, it has to know
where to find them. These are all the JavaScript files that are part of CodeMirror itself:
•

codemirror.js : Main interface, takes care of default configuration and the definition of editor
frames. Include this in your HTML document.

•

editor.js : The code that takes care of reacting to user input, colouring text, and indenting
lines.

•

util.js : A few generic utility functions.

•

undo.js : Implements the undo history for the editor.

•

stringstream.js : Objects for wrapping the textual input to the parser.

•

select.js : Some helper utilities for working with selected text and cursor positions.

•

tokenize.js : Helper framework for writing tokenisers.

The most important options appear in the Appendix 1.
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3.2 Software architecture

Legend
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

css : Stylesheet directory
asteriskcolors.css : Colours for the Asterisk
highlighting

•
•

js : JavaScript directory
codemirror.js : Main interface, takes care of default
configuration and the definition of editor frames.
Include this in your HTML document.
editor.js : The code that takes care of reacting to
user input, colouring text, and indenting lines.
util.js : A few generic utility functions.
undo.js : Implements the undo history for the
editor.
stringstream.js : Objects for wrapping the textual
input to the parser.
select.js : Some helper utilities for working with
selected text and cursor positions.
tokenize.js : Helper framework for writing
tokenisers.
parseasterisk.js : js that tokenize and parse Asterisk
configuration files, and colour them according to
asteriskcolors.css

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Figure 11: Directory Scheme

Embedded text editor for AskoziaPBX

editor : Main directory
index.php : Web page from the GUI where is
located the editor. It can be located in another place.
save.php : Script that save the changes in the file
gui.css : Stylesheet from AskoziaPBX Web-GUI. It
can be located in another place.
conf.xml : Asterisk configuration file. It can be
located in another place.
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According with the AskoziaPBX architecture, we are going to set our editor code in a separated file,
with other common functions, in order to be able to add it as many times as we want easily.

Figure 12: open_editor(..) in editor.inc
We should also include this file in every page which use the editor.

Figure 13: Including editor.inc
As we said before, that piece of code can be located on its own file, or on a common file. It includes
this code into the webpage which calls the php function open_editor($fileroute) with the route of
the file to display and edit as an argument.
In the example above we use the CodeMirror functionality that transforms the contents of a textarea
into an editor. We can see a form that will send the changes, and a textarea, which is filled with the
file you want to modify.
Finally it includes the script CodeMirror, that uses the textarea as parameter('code'), and also
configuration options such as the size of the editor, the file parser and colours that we use, display
line numbers, the units the editor should indent and milliseconds between updates of the
highlighting and the path where the rest of the CodeMirror files are located.

Embedded text editor for AskoziaPBX
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Figure 14: How do we embed the editor?
When we enter the page that contains our editor , we obtain

Figure 15: Editor preview
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3.3 Adaptation to embedded systems with low memory available

Having defined what we want our editor to do, it is time to delete some files that we will not need,
and that are going to disturb because, as we said before, we are looking for some solution that fits in
an embedded system.
The package Codemirror with which we began working contains features and parsers for many
languages such as PHP, Perl or Javascript. Actually, we will not need any of them. Although they
are not very big, we need to erase each useless file. Our package contains several stylesheet files as
well, but we will dispense with them. However, these discarded files will be very useful for us at the
time of writing our own parser and stylesheet, because they give us a great usage guide with
examples.
Finally, our package will only contain the files showed in the figure 11.

3.4 Highlighting

After defining the main goal of the project, and once the editor was fully working on the demo, we
started to clarify what should appear in the textarea. The entire text was black typed and it wasn't
simple to distinguish each part of the code.
For that reason, and because CodeMirror permits us to create your own parsers and apply them to
the code, I developed a simple parser for Asterisk configuration files.
3.4.1 The parser

Once the way of working of CodeMirror was explained, it's easy to know where our new parser
would fit. We will take a look and explain how our Asterisk parser works, and how the CSS is used.
First of all, we are going to define the syntax that we aim to highlight.
•

Comments : # ….

•

Classifiers : […] or (…), for example [user1]

•

Key-Value : … = …. ;

It seems too little, but actually the vast majority of Asterisk configuration files are reduced
essentially to that.
Next we can see some flowcharts that explain how works the parser (file asteriskparser.js).
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Figure 16:
Parser
flowchart

Figure 17: inString
state function
flowchart

Figure 19:
inComment state
function flowchart

Figure 18: Normal state
function flowchart
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Next we can see in detail the code explained above:

First, we create the parser, and define it as a
function, which will implement all our
highlighting requirements. Inside, our first task
is to tokenize the code.
Then, we will distinguish whether we are
expecting a value or a classifier.
Figure 20: Asterisk parser. Tokenizer
(1)

Next, the parsing functions take place:

This is the normal state function. The parser will
call it unless a comment or a string was found. It
will split the code into tokens according to their
functionality, and return a mark that identifies
the type of token found, as we can see in the
figure 21.

Figure 21: Asterisk parser. Tokenizer
(2)
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There are some specific functions to handle the
special tokens, like comments or strings.

Figure 22: Asterisk parser.
Tokenizer (3)

When nothing special is found, then we return the
normal state and normal executes again.
Figure 23: Asterisk parser. Return Tokenizer
function

Now, we are going to parse the tokens according to the identifiers that we have been returning

First we check the basecolumn, due to the
indentation, and obtain the tokens made above.
Figure 24: Asterisk parser.

Token objects represent a single significant piece of the text that is being edited. A token object
must have a value property holding the text it stands for, and a style property with the CSS class
that should be used to colour this element. This can be anything, except that any whitespace at the
start of a line should always have class "whitespace": The editor must be able to recognize these
when it indents lines. Furthermore, each newline character must have its own separate token, which
has an indentation property holding a function that can be used to determine the proper indentation
level for the next line. This function optionally takes the text in the first token of the next line, the
current indentation of the line, and the 'direction' of the indentation as arguments, which it can use
to adjust the indentation level.
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Figure 25: Asterisk parser. Iterator
That iterator must also have a copy method. This method, called without arguments, returns a
function representing the current state of the parser.

Figure 26: Asterisk parser. Copy method

Figure 27: Asterisk parser. Make

When this state function is later called
with a string stream as its argument, it
returns a parser object that resumes
parsing using the old state and the new
input stream. It may assume that only
one parser is active at a time, and can
clobber the state of the old parser if it
wants.

When the make method is called with
a string stream, it should return a
MochiKit-style iterator: an object with
a next method, which will raise
StopIteration when it is at its end. This
iterator, when called, will consume
input from the string stream, and
produce a token object.

A parser is implemented by one or more files which, when loaded, add a Parser object to the Editor
object defined by editor.js. This object must support the following interface:
•

make(stream): A function that, given a string stream creates a parser. The behaviour of this
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parser is described below.
•

electricChars: An optional string containing the characters that, when typed, should cause
the indentation of the current line to be recomputed (for example "{}" for c-like languages).

•

configure(object): An optional function that can be used to configure the parser. If it exists,
and an editor is given a parserConfig option, it will be called with the value of that option.

Next we can take a look of how the CSS is composed

Figure 28: CSS stylesheet for
Asterisk code highlighting
The colours can be modified easily by changing this file.
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3.5 Merge with existing code

As we said in previous chapters, we needed to pack our code so that it fits in a embedded system.
For that reason, we have deleted many files of the original package that were not necessary in our
case, like the javascript or php parsers. We left the files that contains the common functions, like
undo.js, and util.js. Although in principle most of the functionality offered is not used, we left them
there for a possible future expansion. The final scheme appears in Figure 11 (Editor Directory
Scheme)

Embedded text editor for AskoziaPBX
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4. Improvement in AskoziaPBX. Final results
Actually AskoziaPBX already had an editor which opened files through their route within the
system and was allowed to edit and save changes. However, that editor produced bugs (bad closed
keys that mess the whole document).

Figure 29: Old editor working correctly

Figure 30: Old editor malfunctioning
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As we can see in Figures 29 and 30, the editor performs irregularly when we open some php pages.
And if this happens, the whole php page that contains the editor become a mess. The new editor is
robust in nesting problems, since it derives the question to CodeMirror.

Figure 31: New editor
Codemirror at first deals with the content of the textarea like plain text, (later it will colour that text
and indent it according to the parser and the CSS given). This is the reason why it does not worry
about the keys, and therefore it conserves the page in perfect state.
This project will be added to the AskoziaPBX 2.0 release
https://wush.net/trac/askozia/ticket/19#comment:1
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5. Conclusions and future work
As a result we can conclude that the editor will make configuration file modification much easier
and more flexible, by using Codemirror, a great supported open source tool used by many well
known applications such as Google playground.
I have found difficulty in programming the parser for Asterisk configuration files, as I had no
experience with Asterisk syntax, and it has been an effort too to understand example parsers that
were more difficult than the one I needed to program.
In the personal aspect, during my stance in Wolfenbüttel, I learned how to work in an international
team, and it was a great experience for me. Related to the technical part, I learnt how to implement
code according with what is already done, and fit it into a working project, and I also improved my
basic knowledge of php, javascript and web interfaces.
There is much future work that could be done in order to improve the editor. At the moment, only a
few features are implemented, showing, editing the file, and save or discard the changes.
Codemirror has an extra file named undo.js that I have included in the package. It aims to undo the
last change made in the file. As a future work, this feature could be implemented, because it will fit
well in the project, giving the possibility to discard changes separately. Now, if you commit the
changes, it's not possible to undo them.
To sum up, this project is not crucial for the functioning of the system, but it is a great help for those
who use it regularly and hope to improve and make more comfortable the use of AskoziaPBX.
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scheme.

[17]

http://voip.megawan.com.ar/doku.php/asterisk_configuracion_plantillas : Asterisk
configuration examples.

[18]

D.Gomillon, B.Dempster. Building Telephony Systems with Asterisk. Packt Publishing Ltd.
ISBN 1904811159. September 2005.

[19]

www.regular-expressions.info/ : Regular expressions manual and info.

[20]

http://regexlib.com/ : Regular expressions library.

[21]

http://141.41.40.62/diag_editor.php : Old Editor ( Askozia example installation)
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7. Appendix
7.1. Appendix 1: Main CodeMirrorConfig options

•

stylesheet : The file name of the style-sheet that should be used to colour the code in the
editor frame.

•

path : The path that is prefixed to script file names when they are loaded into an IFRAME.
(Note that this is not applied to the style-sheet file name.)

•

parserfile : A file name string, or an array of strings that name the files containing the
parser. See below for the interface that such a parser should implement.

•

basefiles : An array of strings naming the files containing the base CodeMirror functionality.
Defaults to ["util.js", "stringstream.js", "select.js", "undo.js", "editor.js", "tokenize.js"], but if
you put them all into a single file to reduce latency, or add some functionality, you might
have to adjust that.

•

iframeClass: Set this to a string to give the IFRAME node created for the editor a custom
CSS class. Defaults to null.

•

passDelay : Gives the amount of milliseconds between colouring passes. Defaults to 200.

•

passTime : Specifies the maximum amount of time that the highlighter will spend in one
shot. Setting this too high will cause the editor to 'freeze' the browser for noticeable
intervals. Defaults to 50.

•

continuousScanning : Configure continuous scanning of the document. When false,
scanning is disabled. When set to a number, say N, a 'background' process will scan the
document for passTime (see above) milliseconds every N milliseconds, regardless of
whether anything changed. This makes sure non-local changes propagate through the
document, and will help keep everything consistent. It does add extra processing cost, even
for an idle editor. Default value is false.

•

saveFunction : If given a function value, that function will be invoked when the user presses
control-s. You should advise your Opera users to use control-shift-s instead, since plain
control-s will bring up the 'save page' dialog. Defaults to null.

•

onChange : An optional function of zero arguments that gets called whenever the document
is changed. Happens at undo-commit time, not instantaniously.

•

undoDelay : When nothing is done in the editor for this amount of milliseconds, pending
changes get added to the undo history. Setting this lower will give the undo functionality a
finer granularity. Defaults to 800.

•

width, height : The size of the editor frame, given as a style-sheet quantities (for example
"600px" or "100%").

•

textWrapping : Can be used to disable or enable text-wrapping in the editor frame. Default is
true.

•

lineNumbers : Show line numbers to the left of the editor. This requires you to specify a
style for the CodeMirror-line-numbers CSS class (in the outer document) to configure the
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width, font, colors, etcetera for the line-number DIV. You have to make sure that lines in the
numbering element have the same height as lines in the editor. This is most easily done by
giving them both the same font and an absolute ('pt' or 'px') font size. This option defaults to
false. When enabling this, you have to disable textWrapping, since the line numbers don't
take wrapped lines into account.
•

indentUnit : An integer that specifies the amount of spaces one 'level' of indentation should
add. Default is 2.

•

tabMode : Determines what the effect of pressing tab is. Possibilities are:

•

- "indent" : The default. Causes tab to adjust the indentation of the selection or current line
using the parser's rules.

•

- "spaces" : Pressing tab simply inserts four spaces.

•

- "default" : CodeMirror does not interfere with the tab key, but leaves it to the browser to
handle it. Binds shift-space to regular indentation behaviour.

•

- "shift" :Pressing tab indents the current line (or selection) one indentUnit deeper, pressing
shift-tab or ctrl-tab (whichever your browser does not interfere with), un-indents it.

•

reindentOnLoad :When true, this causes the content of the editor to be reindented
immediately when the editor loads. Defaults to false.

•

readOnly :When set to true, the document is not editable.

•

parserConfig : An object value that is passed along to the parser to configure it. What this
object should look like depends on the parser used.

•

content : The starting content of the editor. You'll probably not want to provide a global
default for this, but add it to the options object passed to individual editors as they are
created.
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7.2. Appendix 2: List of Abbreviations

•

GUI: Graphical User Interface.

•

H.323: Protocol to provide audio-visual communication sessions on any packet network.

•

IP: Internet Protocol.

•

ISDN: Integrated Services Digital Network.

•

IVR: Interactive Voice Response.

•

MGCP: Media Gateway Control Protocol.

•

PBX: Private Branch Exchange.

•

PSTN: Public Switched Telephone Network.

•

SIP: Session Initiation Protocol.

•

TDM: Time-Division Multiplexing.

•

VoIP: Voice over Internet Protocol.
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